Effect of selection for increased body weight and increased plasma yolk precursor on developmental stability in Japanese quail.
Developmental stability of several Japanese quail lines was measured by bilateral asymmetry. Lines included in the study were as follows: a randombred control (R1), sublines of R1 selected for increased (HW line) and decreased (LW line) 4-wk BW, and sublines of R1 selected for increased (HP line) or decreased (LP line) total plasma phosphorus (TPP; a measure of yolk precursor in the blood) at the beginning of lay. In sublines of the HW line, the males were selected for increased 4-wk BW and the females for increased (HW-HP line) or decreased (HW-LP line) TPP. The HW, LW, HP, and LP lines were in their 41st generation of selection and the HW-HP and HW-LP lines in their 31st generation of selection. The number of birds in each line and sex subgroup was 30. The adult breeders (28 to 32 wk of age) were weighed and killed, and bilateral measurements were made of shank length, width (laterally at the dew claw), and depth (perpendicular to the dew claw), face length, and pectoralis major and p. minor weights. Data on asymmetry was expressed for the right side minus the left side as signed and absolute differences. In order to correct for the correlation between trait size and asymmetry, relative asymmetry (RA) was obtained by dividing the absolute differences between sides by the average value of both sides and multiplying by 100. All lines differed in BW at 4 wk of age with the ranking HW > HW-LP > HW-HP > LP > R1 > HP > LW. Line rankings of adult breeders were similar, except the HP and LP lines did not differ from the R1 line and the order of ranking of the HW-HP and HW-LP lines was opposite that at 4 wk of age. Line differences in signed and absolute differences were significant for most bilateral traits. However, after adjustment for trait size, line differences in RA were less frequent. In general, there were few significant differences in RA for the R1 line versus the selected lines, even though inbreeding of the R1 line (19%) was less than half that of the selected lines (44 to 57%), suggesting that homozygosity did not influence developmental stability. Selection for increased or decreased BW had little influence on RA. Developmental stability tended to be higher in the lines (LP and HW-LP) selected for decreased TPP. The data indicated that bilateral asymmetry was not a good measure of developmental stability in the current study.